
 
Clothing list for Lagganlia 

A few pointers: 
 Old clothes are best- then nobody worries if they get muddy and wet. 

 It can be cold in the Cairngorms in November. Please make sure that your child has 

enough warm clothes with them. 

 The children have to change their shoes when they are inside- they can wear slippers or 

‘house shoes’, but not trainers. 

 It is worth talking to your child about what they are going to wear for the Thursday 

evening disco- they can they keep that on one side and not wear it to go on the all day 

hill walk! 

 A wrist watch can help the children take responsibility for being in the right place at 

the right time- don’t go and buy one specially, but if you have one at home it is worth 

bringing. 

 Sometimes children like to bring photos, a card or small cuddly toy  

 All equipment is provided by Lagganlia 

 No aerosol deodorants please- they set the fire alarm off. 

 They can bring a hair dryer, but I would suggest talking to the other children in the 

dorm and only bringing 1 per dorm.  

 Absolutely no straighteners- too much of a fire risk! 

 
Please make sure you and your child pack.... 

 At least four warm fleeces or sweatshirts 

 At least four long sleeved tops 

 A top/shirt for the disco 

 A warm jacket (for wearing outdoors during evening activities) 

 At least three pairs of jogging bottoms  

 At least 2 pairs of casual trousers or leggings (including for the disco) 

 Underwear and socks (at least 8 pairs) 

 At least 2 thermal vests (might not be used, but useful to have)     

 Thermal long johns (might not be used, but useful to have) 

 At least two pairs of thick socks for inside walking boots or ski boots 

 2 pairs of trainers (the older the better!) 

 Slippers or house shoes to wear inside the Centre 

 Wellies (can be very useful for evening activities, but not essential) 

 2 pairs of gloves & 2 warm hat (in case one pair is mislaid!) 

 Night clothes (don’t need a dressing gown) 

 Swimming costume (for under wet suit) 

 Towel 

 Washbag with shower gel, toothbrush and toothpaste etc 

 At least 4 strong bin bags for wet and dirty clothes 

 Torch or head torch (for evening activities) 

 A wrist watch  

 lunch box and water bottle (named) 

 A thermos flask (useful for taking a hot drink on hill walks) 

 Small rucksack (schoolbag sized) 


